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(57) ABSTRACT 

Amodel-driven and QoS-aware infrastructure facilitates the 
scalable composition of Web services in highly dynamic 
environments. An exception management framework sup 
ports two modes of exception management for business 
processes, providing a novel policy-driven approach to 
exception management implemented in the system infra 
structure. Exception management is implemented in the 
system infrastructure, with exception handling policies sup 
plied by individual business processes. Using the exception 
management framework, developers de?ne exception poli 
cies in a declarative manner. Before a business process is 
executed, the service composition middleware integrates the 
exception policies with normal business logic to generate a 
complete process schema. This policy driven-approach can 
signi?cantly reduce the development time of business pro 
cesses through its separation of the development of the 
business logic and the exception handling policies. 
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inst oblig policyName " {" 
0n event-specification; 

subject [<type>]domain-Scope-Expression; 
[target [<type>]domain-Scope-Expression;] 
d0 exception-management-action-list; 
[when constraint-Expression ;] 
..}.. 

Figure 2 

inst oblig Timeout { 
on SdelayDuration >= 120 sec; 

subject SecurityInvestment; 
target VIE {RiskAnalysis, SecuritySelection}; 
d0 timeout (t); 

} 
Figure 3 

inst oblig Retry{ 
on E (timeout, t) \/ E (failure, t) ; 

subject Securitylnvestment; 
target V1‘ 6 {FutureExchange, StockExchange }; 
d0 retry (t, 2, alternative); 
} 

Figure 4 
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inst Oblig Multiple Recovery { 
subject SecurityInvestment; 
target VI 6 {SecuritySearching }; 
(10 multiple (t, 3) ; 

} 
Figure 5 

inst oblig Replacement Recovery { 
on (E (timeout, t) \/ E (failure, t) ) /\ ($retryTimes>= 

$retryUpperBound) ; 
subject Securitylnvestment; 
target Vt G {OnlineStockExchange}; 
d0 replace (OnlineStockExchange, ManualStockExchange); 
} 

Figure 6 
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inst oblig Skip Policy { 
on E( (timeout, t) \/ E (failure, t) ) /\ ($retryTimes>= 

SretryUpperBound) ; 
subject SecurityInvestment; 
target Vt E {LowPriceBid}; 
(10 skip (t); 

} 

Figure 7 

inst oblig Rollback { 
on (E (timeout, t) V E (failure, t) ) ./\ 

($retryTimes>=$retryUpperBound) ; 
subject Securitylnvestment; 
target VI‘ 6 {FutureExchange, SecuritySearching}; 
d0 rollback (BudgetAnalysis); 

} 

Figure 8 
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Figure 13 
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR 
POLICY-DRIVEN BUSINESS PROCESS 

EXCEPTION HANDLING 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention generally relates to a model 
driven and QoS-aWare infrastructure for facilitating the 
scalable composition of Web services in highly dynamic 
environments and, more particularly, to an exception man 
agement framework Which supports tWo modes of exception 
management for business processes, providing a novel 
policy-driven approach to exception management imple 
mented in the system infrastructure. 

[0003] 2. Background Description 

[0004] Process-based composition of Web services has 
recently gained signi?cant momentum in the implementa 
tion of business processes. A critical and time-consuming 
part of modeling any business process is the detection and 
handling of exceptions that may occur during process execu 
tion. The Web services paradigm promises to take across 
netWork application interactions one step further by enabling 
programmatic access to applications over the Web. Recently, 
process-based composition of Web services has emerged as 
the technology of choice for integrating heterogeneous and 
loosely coupled applications (see Boualem Benatallah and 
Fabio Casati, editors, Distributed and Parallel Database, 
Special Issue on Web Services, Springer-verlag, 2002). As 
such, process-based integration of services has been the 
subject of intense research and standardiZation efforts. This 
approach provides an attractive alternative to hand-coding 
the interactions betWeen applications using general-purpose 
programming languages. An example of a business process 
Would be a “Security Investment” system that aggregates 
multiple component services for security selection, budget 
analysis, market analysis, share exchange and future 
exchange, Which are executed sequentially or concurrently. 

[0005] Modeling business processes Would be easier if all 
the activities could be completed successfully Without any 
occurrence of exceptions (see Paul Green?eld et al., “Com 
pensation is not enough”, 7th IEEE International Enterprise 
Distributed Object Computing Conference, September 
2003). Unfortunately experiences shoW (see Chris PeltZ, 
“Web Services Orchestration: a revieW of emerging tech 
nologies, tools and standards”, Technical Report, HeWlett 
Packard Company, 2003) that a large amount of effort in the 
development of a business process is spent on exception 
management. In particular, Web services may operate in a 
highly dynamic environment, e.g., neW services may 
become available at any time, existing services may become 
obsolete or temporarily unavailable, and services may offer 
different QoS (Quality of Service) properties or WithdraW of 
advertised QoS properties. Such highly dynamic environ 
ment increases the probability of deviation situations during 
the execution of a business process and an increased com 
plexity in exception handling logic. Therefore, it is impor 
tant to provide support for exception management in the 
infrastructure so that developers can focus on de?ning the 
business logic, or normal ?oW, of a business process and 
delegate exception handling to the system infrastructure. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0006] It is therefore an object of the present invention to 
provide a novel policy-driven approach to exception man 
agement, Which can substantially simplify the development 
of business processes. 

[0007] According to the invention, exception management 
is implemented in the system infrastructure, With exception 
handling policies supplied by individual business processes. 
Using the exception management frameWork, developers 
de?ne exception policies in a declarative manner. Before a 
business process is executed, the service composition 
middleWare integrates the exception policies With normal 
business logic to generate a complete process schema. Our 
initial experiments shoW that our policy driven-approach can 
signi?cantly reduce the development time of business pro 
cesses through its separation of the development of the 
business logic and the exception handling policies. 

[0008] The novel policy-driven exception-management 
frameWork for business processes according to the invention 
is characteriZed by the folloWing: 

[0009] In our frameWork, the development of busi 
ness processes is substantially simpli?ed by separat 
ing the development of the business logic and the 
exception handling policies. 

[0010] In order to capture the exception management 
knoWledge, We identify a set of exception handling 
policy templates or patterns for declaratively de?n 
ing deviation situations and associated exception 
handlers. At run time, the service composition 
middleWare dynamically integrates the exception 
handling policies With the business logic to generate 
complete process schemas that specify both the 
normal and exceptional behaviors of the business 
processes. 

[0011] The frameWork supports tWo modes of excep 
tion management in business processes, namely, 
centraliZed and distributed. In the centraliZed mode, 
since a generated process schema contains all the 
necessary exception handlers, the exception manage 
ment can be supported using the exception handling 
capabilities of the underlying process execution 
engine. In the distributed mode, our exception man 
agement frameWork dynamically binds exception 
policies With a speci?c execution plan (i.e., a busi 
ness process instance) at runtime to generate control 
tuples. When these control tuples are deployed to 
component services, they enable local exception 
detecting and handling Which is able to react to an 
exception faster than the centraliZed approach. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0012] The foregoing and other objects, aspects and 
advantages Will be better understood from the folloWing 
detailed description of a preferred embodiment of the inven 
tion With reference to the draWings, in Which: 

[0013] FIG. 1 is a statechart of a business process “secu 
rity investment”; 
[0014] FIG. 2 is a listing of the exception handling policy 
syntax; 
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[0015] FIG. 3 is a listing of the timeout policy; 

[0016] FIG. 4 is a listing of the retry policy; 

[0017] FIG. 5 is a listing of the multiple binding policy; 

[0018] FIG. 6 is a listing of the replacement policy; 

[0019] FIG. 7 is a listing of the skip policy; 

[0020] FIG. 8 is a listing of the rollback policy; 

[0021] FIG. 9 is a block diagram of the procedure of 
processing exception handling policy; 
[0022] FIG. 10 is a block diagram of the processing result 
of a multiple binding policy; 

[0023] FIG. 11 is a block diagram of the processing result 
of a retry policy; 

[0024] FIG. 12 is a block diagram illustrating a compound 
state With a null state; 

[0025] FIG. 13 is a block diagram of the processing result 
of a replacement policy; 

[0026] FIG. 14 is a block diagram of the processing result 
of a skip policy; 

[0027] FIG. 15 is a block diagram of processing a rollback 
policy; 

[0028] FIG. 16 is a statechart of the business process 
“security investment” after policy based reconstructing; and 

[0029] FIG. 17 is a block diagram of the architecture of 
the prototype of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION 

[0030] We begin by brie?y describing the main concepts 
of the service composition model We use in this disclosure. 
A composite Web service is an aggregation of multiple other 
elementary and composite Web services, Which interact With 
each other according to a process model. We choose to 
specify the process model of a business process as a stat 
echart Which is a platform independent modeling tool, as 
shoWn in FIG. 1. The choice of statecharts for specifying 

business process is motivated by tWo main reasons: statecharts have a Well-de?ned semantics; and (ii) they offer 

the basic ?oW constructs found in contemporary process 
modelling languages (i.e., sequence, conditional branching, 
structured loops, concurrent threads, and inter-thread syn 
chroniZation). It should be noted that exception management 
techniques developed in the context of statecharts, can be 
adapted to other process modeling languages (e.g., 
BPEL4WS, WSCI, BPML). 
[0031] A basic state of a statechart describing a business 
process can be labelled With an invocation to either of the 
folloWing: 

[0032] An elementary Web service, i.e., a service 
Which does not transparently rely on other Web 
services. 

[0033] A business process aggregating several other 
services. 

[0034] AWeb service community, i.e., a collection of 
Web services With a common functionality although 
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different non-functional properties (e.g., With differ 
ent providers, different QoS parameters, reputation, 
etc.) 

[0035] Web services in a community share a common 
service ontology. Service communities provide descriptions 
of a desired functionality (e.g., ?ight booking) Without 
referring to any actual service (e.g., Qantas ?ight booking 
Web service). The set of members of a community can be 
?xed When the community is created, or it can be determined 
through a registration mechanism, thereby alloWing service 
providers to join, quit, and reinstate the community at any 
time. 

[0036] In general, by selecting a candidate service (see 
LiangZhao Zeng et al., “Quality Driven Web Services Com 
position”, Proceedings of the 12th International Conference 
on World Wide Web (WWW), Budapest, Hungary, ACM 
Press, May 2003) (see De?nition 1) for each task in the 
business process, an execution plan (see De?nition 2) can be 
generated to create execution instance of business processes. 

[0037] De?nition 1 (Candidate services) Let us assume 
that T={t1, t2, . . . , tn} represents the set of all tasks in the 
business process CS. Function S(ti) gives a set of candidate 
services that can be used to execute task ti, Where 

[0038] De?nition 2 (Execution plan). Aset of pairs p={<t1, 
s1>, <t2, s2>, . . . , <tn, sn>} is an execution plan of a business 
process if: 

[0039] {t1, t2, . . . 
business process. 

, tn} is the set of tasks in the 

[0040] For each 2-tuple <ti, si> in p, the service si is 
assigned the execution of task ti. 

Exception Handling Policies 

[0041] The syntax of an exception handling policy is 
shoWn in FIG. 2. In this syntax, every Word in bold is a 
token in the language and optional elements are speci?ed 
With square brackets Note the required exception event 
speci?cation folloWing the on keyWord. The event can be a 
primitive event or a compound event Which is composed 
from primitive events using event combination operators 
(see Sharma Chakravarthy et al., “Composite events for 
active databases: Semantics, contexts and detection”, Pro 
ceedings of 20th International Conference on Very Large 
Data Bases, Sep. 12-15, 1994, Santiago de Chile, Chile, pp. 
606-617, Morgan Kaufmann, 1994. Aprimitive event can be 
an execution exception (e.g., E(failure)) or a QoS exception 
event. The term subject refers to either composite, commu 
nities or component services. The target object indicates the 
scope of the exception handling policy, or the entire business 
process. The do-clause speci?es exception management 
actions that include primitive and compound actions. See 
table 1 for examples. We distinguish betWeen six types of 
exception handling policies, namely: timeout, retry, multiple 
binding, replacement, skip and rollback policies. It should 
be noted that the types of policy in our frameWork is 
extensible: neW types of policies can be added Without 
fundamentally altering the exception handling techniques 
built on top of the frameWork. 
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TABLE 1 

Exception Handling Action 

Action Brief Explanation 

timeout( ) Timouts a task execution 
retry( ) Retries task execution by same services or different 

services 
multiple( ) Invokes multiple services at the same time and returns 

the results of the service that completes execution ?rst. 
replace( ) Replaces the execution of a task (resp., segment) With 

other task (resp., segment) 
skip( ) Skips the execution of tasks or a segment 
rollback( ) Rollbacks the task execution to a task and then resumes 

the task execution 

[0042] Timeout Policy. A timeout policy speci?es the 
condition When service execution should be timeout. For 
example, in FIG. 3, the timeout policy is associated With the 
tasks RiskAnalysis and SecuritySelection. In this policy, if 
the completion of the execution of the task is delayed more 
than 120 seconds, then the execution Will be timeout. 

[0043] Retry Policy. A retry policy speci?es hoW many 
times the service binding in sequence is alloWed for a certain 
task. There are tWo approaches to retry the service binding, 
namely alternative and repeat. The alternative approach 
indicates to attempt the service binding by assigning the task 
to different services in sequence, While the repeat method 
indicates to retry the service binding using the same ser 
vices. The service binding is retried until either the service 
execution is successful or the number of retries reaches the 
speci?ed upper bound. For example, in FIG. 4, a retry policy 
is associated With the task FutureExchange and StockEx 
change, Which sets the upper bound of retry to be tWo. It 
should be noted that the retry policy is applied Whenever the 
execution of a task timeout or fails. 

[0044] Multiple Binding Policy. A multiple binding policy 
speci?es the condition that alloWs the concurrent invocation 
of multiple services for a task execution. For example, in 
FIG. 5, a multiple bind policy is associated With the task 
SecuritySearching, Which alloWs three concurrent service 
execution bindings. Therefore, three services can noW be 
invoked at the same time to execute the task SecuritySearch 
ing, Which completes When any of the services have com 
pleted their execution of the task. 

[0045] Replacement Policy. A replacement policy speci 
?es What other task can be used to replace a certain task in 
a business process When the execution of the task fails or has 
timeout and the number of retries had reach the upper bound 
as speci?ed in the retry policy. For example, in FIG. 6, the 
replacement is associated With the task OnlineStockEx 
change, Which indicates that When the number of retry has 
reached a given upper bound, the task OnlineStockExchange 
is to be replaced by the task ManualStockExchange. 

[0046] Skip Policy. A skip policy speci?es a condition 
When a business process needs to skip the execution of a 
certain task. For example, in FIG. 7, a skip policy is 
associated With the task LoWPriceBid, Which speci?es that 
if the task execution has failed or timeout, then the execution 
LoWPriceBid is to be skipped. 

[0047] Rollback Policy. A rollback policy speci?es the 
point at Which execution of business process has to rollback 
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When the execution of task has failed or timeout and the 
maximal alloWed number of retries had been reached. For 
example, in FIG. 8, the rollback policy is associated With the 
tasks SecuritySearch and RiskAnalysis speci?es that if the 
execution has failed or timeout and the maximal alloWed 
number of retries had been reached, the business process 
execution is rollbacked to the task BudgetAnalysis. It should 
be noted that When a rollback policy is speci?ed, for affected 
tasks (e.g., the task of BudgetAllocation), the services 
selected to execute the tasks are required to support the 
cancellation or compensation of a given operation Within a 
certain time interval from its completion (see Boualem 
Benatallah et al., ibid.). 

Exception Handling Policy Binding 

[0048] In our framework, an exception handling policy is 
separated of any individual business processes. It regulates 
the behavior of business processes When execution excep 
tions are raised during runtime. Such an approach requires 
dynamically binding the exception handling policies With 
process schemas. 

[0049] In order to implement policy binding, the system 
identi?es the exception handling policies that are associated 
With each task in a business process and then uses these 
policies to reconstruct the process schema. It should be 
noted that all types of policies except timeout policies can 
modify the structure of the process schema of a business 
process. FIG. 9 illustrates the procedure for applying poli 
cies to generate exception handling aWare process schemas. 
In this procedure, We assume that: A task is associated 
With only one instance of each type of policy. (ii) If a task 
is associated With both retry and multiple binding policies, 
then the action in the retry policy can only be retry (t, n, 
repeat). (iii) A task can only associate With either skip, 
replacement or rollback policy at a business process 
instance. The procedure starts With processing the multiple 
and retry policies, and then processes any skip, replacement 
or rollback policies. 

[0050] In the remainder of this section, We present the 
algorithms for generating exception-aware process schemas. 
Here, We assume that the process schema is a 2-tuple <ST, 
TR>, Where ST is the set of states and TR is the set of 
transitions betWeen these states; a transition tr is a 3-tuple 
<initialState, targetState, r> and r is an Event Condition 
Action rule. 

[0051] Processing a multiple binding policy. The process 
ing of a multiple binding policy for task ti is done by 
duplicating ti and enabling both ti and its duplicates at the 
same time (see Algorithm 1 beloW). For example, in the 
business process Security Investment, the task Security 
Searching is associated With a multiple binding policy. The 
processing result is shoWn in FIG. 10. 

Algorithm 1: processing a multiple binding policy 

input : Task ti, Process schema CS, Multiple Binding Policy p 
begin 
N is multiple binding upper bound; ti+1 is the next task of ti, the 

transition betWeen t; and ti+1 is tri; tiil is the previous task of t;, 
the transition betWeen tiil and t; is trig1 

for k <- 1 to N do 
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-continued 

Algorithm 1: processing a multiple binding policy 

if k = = 1 then 

replace t; With tik in CS 
else 

[0052] Processing a retry policy. The processing of a retry 
policy for task ki needs to consider tWo cases (see Algorithm 
2 below): Task ti is not associated With any multiple 
binding policy. This is a simple case Which can be imple 
mented by duplicating ti and enabling both ti and its dupli 
cates in sequence. (ii) Task ti is also associated With a 
multiple binding policy. In this case, after processing the 
multiple binding policy, for each concurrent thread k the 
algorithm duplicates the task til and enables both til and its 
duplicates in sequence. For example, in the business process 
Security Investment, the task FutureExchange is associated 
With a retry policy but no multiple binding policies, Which 
corresponds to case 1 of algorithm 2. The policy processing 
result is shoWn in FIG. 11. 

Algorithm 2: Processing a retry policy 

input : Task ti, Process schema CS, Retry Policy p 
begin 
N is multiple binding upper bound; ti+1 is the next task of t;, the 

transition betWeen ti and ti+1 is tr 
if t; is not associated With any binding policies then 

for k <- 1 to N do 

tik <—clone(t;) 
if k = = 1 then 

rename t; With tik in CS 
tr <—< tik, tin, E(completed, tik) 
TR <—TR u {tr} 

else 
ST <— ST u {rik} 
tr <—< tikil, tik, E(failure, t;,) VE(timeout, t;)< 
TR <— TR u {tr} 
tr <—< tik, tin, E(completed, tik)> 

TR <— TR u {tr} 
else 
M <- multiple binding upper bound 
for (-1 to M do 

for k <—1 to N do 
t,j' k 4- clone (til) 
if k = = 1 then 

rename t; With tik in CS 
tr <—< til, tij' k, E(completed, til’ k)> 
TR <- TR u {tr} 

else 
ST <- ST u {£31k} 
tr <—< til’ kil, tij' k, E(failure, tij' k’1)V 

E(timeout, tij' k’1)> 
TR <—TR u {tr} 
tr <—< tij' k, tin, E(completed, tij' k)> 
TR <— TR u {tr} 

end 

[0053] Processing a replacement policy. The processing of 
a replacement policy for task ti needs to consider four cases 
(see Algorithm 3 below): 
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[0054] Task ti is associated With both a retry policy and 
a multiple binding policy. In this case, a compound state (see 
FIG. 12) is created to synchronize the concurrent threads 
When all of the tasks in all of concurrent threads fail. The 
compound state is also used to enable the alternative task. 

[0055] (ii) Task ti is only associated With a retry and 
possibly other types of policies but not With any multiple 
binding policy. In this case, the alternative task is enabled 
When the last duplicated task fails. 

[0056] (iii) Task ti is associated With a multiple binding 
policy and possibly other types of policies but not With any 
retry policy. In this case, the policy processing is similar to 
case 1. 

[0057] (iv) Task ti is not associated With any retry or 
multiple binding policy. The alternative task is enabled When 
the execution of ti fails. For example, in the business process 
Security Investment, the task OnlineStockExchange is asso 
ciated With a both replacement policy a retry policy, Which 
corresponds to case 2 of algorithm 3. The processing result 
is shoWn in FIG. 13. 

Algorithm 3: Processing a replacement policy 

input : Task ti, Process Schema CS, Replacement Policy p 
begin 

ta is the replacement task of ti; ST <—ST U {ta} 
if ti is associated With both Retry and Multiple Binding Policy then 
M <- multiple binding upper bound; N <— retry upper bound 
create a compound state stCO With a NULL state 
ST <- ST u {stem} 
tr is the transition betWeen stini and stnun in stCO 
tr <—< stini, stnun, (E(failure, til'N) VE(timeout, t;1'N)) A.../\ 

(E(failure, tiM'N) V E(timeout, tiM'N))> 
for <— 1 to M do 

tr <—< tij' N, stem, E(failure, tij'N) V E(timeout, t;j'N)> 
TR <- TR u {tr} 

tr <—< stem, ta >; TR <— TR U{tr} 
if t; is associated With Retry but not Multiple binding Policy then 
N <- retry upper bound 

tr <—< tiN, ta, E(failure, tiN) V E(timeout, t;N)> 
TR <- TR u {tr} 

if t; is associated With Multiple Binding but not Retry Policy then 
M <- multiple binding upper limit 
create a compound state stCO With a NULL state 
ST <- ST u {stem} 
tr is the transition betWen stini and stnun in stCO 
tr <—< stini, stnun, (E(failure, til) V E(timeout, t;1)) A.../\ 

(E(failure, til) V E(timeout, t;M))> 
for <— 1 to M do 

tr <—< til, stem, E(failure, tij) V E(timeout, t;j)> 
TR <- TR u {tr} 

tr <—< stem, ta >; TR <— TR{tr} 
if t; is not associated With either Retry or Multiple Binding Policy then 

tr <—< ti, ta, E(failure, ti) V E(timeout, ti)> 
TR <- TR u {tr} 

tr <—< ta, tin, E(completed, ta) >; TR <— TR U {tr} 
end 

[0058] Processing a skip policy. The processing of a skip 
policy for task ti also needs to consider four cases (see 
Algorithm 4 beloW): 

[0059] Task ti is associated With both a retry and a 
multiple binding policy. In this case, a compound state (see 
FIG. 12) is created to synchronize the concurrent threads 
When all of the tasks in all of concurrent threads fail. The 
compound state is also used to enable the next task so that 
ti can be skipped. 
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[0060] (ii) Task ti is only associated with a retry policy and 
possibly other types of policies but not with any multiple 
binding policy. In this case, the next task is enabled when the 
execution of tis last duplicate fails. 

[0061] (iii) Task ti is associated with a multiple binding 
policy and possibly other types of policies but not with any 
retry policy. In this case, the policy processing is similar to 
case 1. 

[0062] (iv) Task ti is not associated with any retry or 
multiple binding policy. The next task is enabled when the 
execution of ti fails. For example, in the business process 
Security Investment, the task LowPriceBid is associated 
with both a skip policy and a retry policy, which corresponds 
to case 2 of algorithm 4. The processing result is shown in 
FIG. 14. 

Algorithm 4: Processing a skip policy 

input : Task ti, Process Schema CS, Skip Policy p 
begin 

if t; is associated with both Retry and Multiple Binding Policy then 
M <- multiple binding upper bound; N <— retry upper bound 
create a compound state stCo with a NULL state 
sT <— sT u {stem} 
tr is the transition between stini and stnun in stCO 
tr <—< stini, stnuu, (E(failure, til'N) VE(timeout, ti1'N)) A.../\ 

(E(failure, tiM'N) V E(timeout, t;M'N))> 
for <- 1 to M do 

If ‘—< If" N stco: E(f?i1ure,t€'N) VE(ti_meoub t€'N)> 
TR <- TR u {tr} 

tr <—< stag, t;+1 > 
TR <- TR u {tr} 

if t; is associated with Retry Policy but not Multiple Binding Policy 
then 
N <- retry upper bound 

tr <—< tiN, tin, E(failure, tiN) V E(timeout, t;N)> 
TR <- TR u {tr} 

if ti is associated with Multiple Binding Policy but not Retry Policy 
then 
M <- multiple binding upper bound 
create a compound state stCo 
sT <- sT u {stem} 
tr is the transition between stini and stnun 
tr <—< stini, stnuu, (E(failure, til) V E(timeout, t;1)) A.../\ 

(E(failure, til) V E(timeout, tiM))> 
for <— 1 to M do 

tr ‘—< stiniystnun, (E(failure, tij) V E(timeout, t;j)> 
TR <- TR u {tr} 

tr <—< stem, tin, >; TR U {tr} 
if t; is not associated with either Retry or Multiple Binding Policy then 

tr <—< ti, tin, E(failure, ti) V E(timeout), ti)> 
TR <- TR u {tr} 

end 

[0063] Processing a rollback policy. Processing of a roll 
back policy for task ti also needs to consider four cases (see 
Algorithm 5 below): 

[0064] Task ti is associated with both a retry and 
multiple binding policy. In this case, a compound state (see 
FIG. 12) is created to synchroniZe the concurrent threads 
when all the tasks in all concurrent threads fail. The com 
pound state is also used to enable the rollback of the 
execution of the business process to the re-entry point. 

[0065] (ii) Task ti is associated with a retry policy and 
possibly other types of policies but not with any multiple 
binding policy. In this scenario, the rollback is enabled when 
the execution of ti’s last duplicated task fails. 
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[0066] (iii) Task ti is only associated with a multiple 
binding policy and possibly other types of policies but not 
with any retry policy. In this case, the policy processing is 
similar to case 1. 

[0067] (iv) Task ti is not associated with any retry or 
multiple binding policy. The rollback is enabled when the 
execution of ti fails. 

Algorithm 5: Processing a rollback policy 

input : Task ti, Process Schema CS, Rollback Policy p 
begin 

the rollback entry point is ta 
if t; is associated with both Retry and Multiple Binding Policy then 
M <— multiple binding upper bound; N <- retry upper bound 
create a compound state stCO with a NULL state 

sT <—sT u {stem} 
tr is the transition between stini and stnun in stCO 
tr (—< stini, stnun, (E(failure, til'N) VE(timeout, t;1'N)) A.../\ 

(E(failure, tiM'N) V E(timeout, tiM'N))> 
for <— 1 to M do 

tr <—< tij' N, stem, E(failure, til'N) V E(timeout, t;1'N)> 
TR <- TR u {tr} 

for task tk between t3 and t; (includes ta) do 
if task tk needs to be compensated then 
ST <- ST U {undo(tk)} 
tr <—< stem, undo(tQ) >; TR <- TR U {tr} 

if t; is associated with Retry but not Multiple Binding Policy then 
N <— retry upper bound 
for task tk between t3 and t; (includes ta) do 

if task tk needs to be compensated then 
ST <- ST U{undo(tk)} 
tr <—< tiN, undo(tk)) >; TR <- TR U {tr} 

if t; is associated with Multiple Binding but not Retry Policy then 
M <— multiple binding upper bound 
create a compound state stCO with a NULL state 
sT <- sT u {stem} 
tr is the transition between stini and stnun in stCO 
tr <—< stini, stnun, (E(failure, til) V E(timeout, ti1)) A.../\ 

(E(failure, til) V E(timeout, t;M)) > 
for <- to M do 

tr <—< t9, stem, E(failure, V E(timeout, > 
TR <- TR u {tr} 

for task tk between t3 and t; (includes ta) do 
if task tk needs to be compensated then 
ST (— ST U {undo(tk)} 
tr <—< stem, undo(tQ) >; TR <- TR U {tr} 

if t; is not associated with either Retry or Multiple Binding Policy then 
for task tk between t3 and t; (includes ta) do 

if task tk needs to be compensated then 
ST <- ST U (undo(tk)} 
tr <—< ti, undo(tk), E(failure, ti) V E(timeout, ti) >; 
TR <- TR u {tr} 

tr <—< undo(ta), ta >; TR <— TR U {tr} 
end 

[0068] It should be noted that some completed tasks need 
to be undone if the compensation process is required. For 
example, in the business process Security Investment, the 
task FutureExchange is associated with both a rollback 
policy and a retry policy, which corresponds to case 2 of 
algorithm 5. The processing result is shown in FIG. 15. 

[0069] After the reconstruction of the process schema is 
completed, the extended process schema (see the example in 
FIG. 16 in which the processing result of the business 
process Security Investment is based on the exception 
handling policies given above) that contains exception man 
agement knowledge is used to conduct the execution plan 
ning. In our previous work (see LiangZhao Zeng et al., ibid.), 
we adopted Multiple Criteria Decision Making (see Valerie 
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Belton and Theodor Stewart, Multiple Criteria Decision 
Analysis: An Integrated Approach, Kluwer Academic Pub 
lishers, 2002) techniques and used the integer programming 
(IP) approach to select an optimal execution plan for a 
business process. It should be noted that based on the 
extended process schema and the selected execution plan, a 
fully executable description of the business process can be 
generated. For example, a BPEL4WS script that contains 
exception handlers can be generated to execute the business 
process by a process execution engine. 

Implementation 

[0070] The preferred implementation of the policy-driven 
exception-management framework for business processes is 
shown in FIG. 17. In the implementation, we use BPEL4WS 
as the language to describe process schemas. BPEL4WS 
allows process modelers to create complex processes by 
creating and writing together different activities that can 
perform Web services invocations, manipulate data, throw 
fault, or terminate a process. In our implementation frame 
work, we separate normal processes that are speci?ed in 
BPEL4WS and the knowledge of exception management. 
There are two types of persistent storage, the Normal 
Business Process Schema Models and the Exception Han 
dling Knowledge. The former stores normal process sche 
mas that are de?ned by business analysts and the latter 
manages exception handling policies that are de?ned by 
exception handling experts. 

[0071] The Aggregator exploits the schema re-construc 
tion algorithms described in previous sections and trans 
forms such BPEL4WS-based process schema into an 
extended process schema that is also presented by 
BPEL4WS but contains more constructs re?ecting the 
requirement of exception handling policies. The BPEL4WS 
script is deployed into the BPMS (Business Process Man 
agement System) that is essentially an execution engine for 
BPEL4WS. In our case, we are using IBM’s DragonFly 
engine for this purpose. The system utiliZes the orchestration 
and exception handling mechanism provided by the Drag 
onFly engine to manage business processes. While the 
invention has been described in terms of a single preferred 
embodiment, those skilled in the art will recogniZe that the 
invention can be practiced with modi?cation within the 
spirit and scope of the appended claims. 
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Having thus described our invention, what we claim as new 
and desire to secure by Letters Patent is as follows: 
1. A system for executing business process and handling 

runtime exceptions, comprising: 
an aggregator that is able to integrate normal business 

logic with exception handling knowledge to generated 
extended business process de?nition; and 

a business process engine that is able to execute business 
process de?nitions that contains knowledge on runtime 
exception handling. 

2. The system in claim 1, further comprising an exception 
handling policy repository that contains exception handling 
policies. 

3. The system in claim 2, wherein said exception handling 
policies includes said runtime exception speci?cations and 
exception handling action speci?cations 

4. The system in claim 2, wherein said business process 
engine can understand runtime exception speci?cations, 
detect runtime exceptions and execute exception handling 
actions. 

5. A method for executing business processes and han 
dling runtime exceptions, comprising the steps of: 

specifying exception handling knowledge from normal 
business process logic; 

integrating normal business logic with exception handling 
knowledge to generate extended business process de? 
nitions; 

executing business process de?nition that contains runt 
ime exception handling knowledge; 

detecting runtime exceptions; and 
executing exception handling actions. 
6. The method in claim 5, further comprising the step of 

de?ning exception speci?cation. 
7. The method in claim 5, further comprising the step of 

de?ning exception handling knowledge as exception han 
dling policies. 

8. The method in claim 5, further comprising the step of 
checking the compatibility between the exception handling 
policies and normal business logic. 

9. The method in claim 5, further comprising the step of 
checking the con?icts among the exception handling poli 
c1es. 


